London Underground access

From 1 January 2017 London Underground (LU) is implementing a new assessment for LU access; therefore, any individual that does not hold a valid Sentinel card with the current Industry Common Induction (ICI) and LU endorsement must complete the new LU-ICI assessment if they need to access LU infrastructure.

The current Network Rail ICI with the LU endorsement will be no longer required for LU access from the date mentioned above.

The new LU-ICI retains the core elements of the Network Rail ICI, but has more emphasis on LU safety related topics.

Acceptable cards for accessing LU infrastructure will be:
- Sentinel card with the new LU-ICI endorsement
- Sentinel card with the ICI-LU endorsement until expiry
- LUCAS card until expiry
- LU access card until expiry.

LU-ICI learning information booklet

The LU-ICI learning information booklet must be read and understood before an individual can take the new LU-ICI assessment.

New LU-ICI assessment

The new LU-ICI assessment:
- will be electronic
- questions will be based on the information contained in the LU-ICI learning information booklet
- will have 16 questions of which 14 must be answered correctly in order for an individual to pass
- duration will take no longer than 20 minutes to complete
- will be carried out at an LU registered training provider.

An individual will only have one attempt at the new LU-ICI assessment within a 24 hour period.

The LU-ICI endorsement will be valid for 5 years.

For any further information please email Sentinel@tfl.gov.uk
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